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This weekly planner (with funny quotes on the cover) can be used as a daily planner, weekly
planner. To-Do-List book and personal organiszer. This daily and weekly non-dated planner
come with new weekly planning sheet design to allow you to plan seven days, 8am to 7pm
from Monday to Friday. This is an undated planner, you can start using it at any month, each
week in two pages. Start planning today with this beautiful no date non-dated daily planner.
On sale for a limited time! $9.99 Just $4.99 for a limited time This beautifully designed
notebook features Always Be Yourself Unless You Can Be a Penguin Then Always Be a
Penguin on the cover. Great gift for penguin lovers Features Funny Cute Penguin Journal
Large 8.5" x 11" (letter size) pages Paperback notebook with soft cover 110 lined pages Uses
Notebook: Use it for taking notes in class, work, church or at meetings Diary: Use it for
tracking your daily activities, your diet and your fitness Journal: Use it for expressing your
thoughts, dreams, practicing gratitude, relieving stress and promoting relaxation Planner:
Use it to keep a to-do list and stay productive during the new year Creative outlet: Use it for
writing stories, completing daily writing prompts, poems and songs Recipe Book: Use it for
keeping your secret family recipes safe Password Keeper: Use it for storing your passwords
and other private information Finance: Use it for tracking your expenses and spending when
working on a budget And so much more! With this notebook, the possibilities are endless
This handy 6" x 9" lined notebook is A great inexpensive gift idea for any occasion.it makes a
great birthday, Thanksgiving, Christmas or couple anniversary Gift For Peacock lovers 120
Page Journal Features: Composition Book Size 6 x 9 inch (15.2 x 22.8 cm, or 152 x 228 mm)
(This is the American Standard A4 size, aka US letter paper size) Paper: Creamy White Blank
Lined, College-ruled (aka medium ruled), Pages: 120 pages (60 sheets) Composition book
cover pattern: Smooth Mint (a light aqua, seafoam, pastel turquoise, light blue-green) Cover
type: Soft cover, Matte Binding type Perfect Bound - - - More about this Product: 120 Page
Notebook for Girls & Boys, Men & Women to write in This simple, classic 8.5 x 11 inch soft
cover paperback girly light pastel mint composition book stands out primarily for having a
LOT of pages! 120 pages to be exact, so be prepared - it's a thick note book being 1 inch
thick, or 2.5cm thick if you prefer your measurements in centimeters. You can use it as a: 120 page journal (lined) or diary, - 120 page notebook (ruled), - 120 page primary
composition book (or comp book) - 120 page exercise book or workbook / work book - 120
page writing pad It contains 60 sheets of paper, which when written on on both sides gives
120 pages for you to write on. Since it contains this many pages, you can also use this as a
365 page journal or notebook if you want to do a project to write a page a day for a year and you'll have some spare pages if you feel like writing a little more than 1 page on some
days. Simple, plain, classic and stylish, the composition book journal cover feels both
timeless and traditional, as well as being modern, contemporary, and unisex. The interior of
this composition notebook contains the standard 7.1mm spaced lines, which is standard for
Medium Ruled / College-ruled paper, with its 120 pages (60 spreads), being perfect bound. A
great notepad for use at work, in the office, at school, college, university, home or anywhere
you desire. The perfect piece of stationery to complete your collection of paper writing pads
or office supplies. WIth its simple unisex design, it's perfect for men, for women, for girls or
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uni students or office workers. It's suitable for all! Great for writing, planning, doodling,
journaling, note taking and keeping track of your ideas, plans, doodles, notes and thoughts. - - For customers who speak other languages, this product is a notebook, which in other
languages is called: - In Spanish: 120 p ginas cuaderno, diario - In German: 120 seiten
Notizbuch, Tagebuch - In Italian: taccuino, rivista, Quaderno da 120 pagine (60 fogli) - In
Dutch: 120 pagina notitieboekje, dagboek (60 vel) - In French: 120 page carnet, journal - In
Japanese: 120 ページノート, ジャーナル, 日記
Cute wide rule lined journal notebook. Perfect birthday gift for girls.
Cornell Notes Notebook
Always Be Yourself Unless You Can Be a Peacock Then Always Be a Peacock
Always Be Yourself Unless You Can Be a Llamacorn Then Always Be a Llamacorn: Always Be a
Llamacorn Cover Design Blank Lined Journal Notebook Diary Com
Always Be Yourself Unless You Can Be a Panda, Then Always Be a Panda
How To Win Friends and Influence People
The Love Hypothesis
Black Lined Journal for Lovers of Vikings and Norse Culture
Are you a buffalo lover? Fight like a bull they not only win the battle they fight to win. Grab this
adorable bull product to gift your near and dear one on any special occasion. This product
depicts bull as powerful and conquering above all.Buffalo are strong and powerful animal they
represent something great and victorious. If bulls and buffaloes make you and your friends
happy try this exciting product to shower your love for this great powerful animal.
** This cute Swan notebook is the perfect gift for any swan lover out there. Get one for a family
member, friend, Co-worker or maybe even yourself. TREAT YO SELF!If you are looking for a
different book make sure you click on author name for other great journal ideas.
THE MILLION COPY INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLER Drawn from 3,000 years of the history
of power, this is the definitive guide to help readers achieve for themselves what Queen
Elizabeth I, Henry Kissinger, Louis XIV and Machiavelli learnt the hard way. Law 1: Never
outshine the master Law 2: Never put too much trust in friends; learn how to use enemies Law
3: Conceal your intentions Law 4: Always say less than necessary. The text is bold and
elegant, laid out in black and red throughout and replete with fables and unique word
sculptures. The 48 laws are illustrated through the tactics, triumphs and failures of great figures
from the past who have wielded - or been victimised by - power.
___________________________________ (From the Playboy interview with Jay-Z, April
2003) PLAYBOY: Rap careers are usually over fast: one or two hits, then styles change and a
new guy comes along. Why have you endured while other rappers haven't? JAY-Z: I would say
that it's from still being able to relate to people. It's natural to lose yourself when you have
success, to start surrounding yourself with fake people. In The 48 Laws of Power, it says the
worst thing you can do is build a fortress around yourself. I still got the people who grew up
with me, my cousin and my childhood friends. This guy right here (gestures to the studio
manager), he's my friend, and he told me that one of my records, Volume Three, was wack.
People set higher standards for me, and I love it.
There is a widely known and recognized system of note taking that is commonly taught to
university students and it is called the Cornell Note Taking Method. It is divided into two
columns: the right column is for the note-taking, while the left one is for the questions and
keywords. It's a perfect book for categorizing and putting your notes in order to make it more
organized so it's easier to scan and review. With its note-organization feature, it is very popular
to a lot of students and it can also be used for meetings, lectures, and so much more.
Large Christmas Notebook for Happy December Holidays Funny Ruled Snowman Journal for
Girls and Boys Motivational Quote Blank Lined Notebook to Write in (Christmas Gift for Kids)
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Cute Merry Christmas
Notebook
with Inspirational
Quote Memory
Funny Ruled
Elves Notebook for Girls
and Boys Large Blue Blank Lined Journal for Winter December Holidays (Christmas Gift for
Kids)
Cute Merry Christmas Notebook for Happy December Holidays Funny Ruled Santa Notebook
for Girls and Boys Inspirational Quote Large Blank Lined Journal (Christmas Gift for Kids)
The 48 Laws Of Power
Shark Notebook: Shark Lined Journal for Women, Men and Kids. Great Gift Idea for All Sharks
Lover.
A Dragon Lover's Notebook And Composition Book
How to Be Yourself

Struggling with overwork and parenting angst, English village
doctor Peter Radley endeavors to hide his family's vampire nature
until their daughter's oddly satisfying act of violence reveals the
truth, an event that is complicated by the arrival of a practicing
vampire family member.
Always Be Yourself, Unless You Can Be a Unicorn
Great for Musicians, Ukulele Players, Students, and Teachers who
love to compose music on the ukulele
Tackling relationships, career, and family issues, John Kim, LMFT,
thinks of himself as a life-styledesigner, not a therapist. His radical
new approach, that he sometimes calls “self-help in a shot glass” is
easy, real, and to the point. He helps people make changes to their
lives so that personal growth happens organically, just by living.
Let’s face it, therapy is a luxury. Few of us have the time or money
to devote to going to an office every week. With anecdotes
illustrating principles in action (in relatable and sometimes
irreverent fashion) and stand-alone practices and exercises, Kim
gives readers the tools and directions to focus on what's right with
them instead of what's wrong. When John Kim was going through
the end of a relationship, he began blogging as The Angry
Therapist, documenting his personal journey post-divorce.
Traditional therapists avoid transparency, but Kim preferred the
language of "me too" as opposed to "you should." He blogged about
his own shortcomings, revelations, views on relationships, and the
world. He spoke a different therapeutic language —open, raw, and
at times subversive — and people responded. The Angry Therapist
blog, that inspired this book, has been featured in The Atlantic
Monthly and on NPR.
Love Yourself Like Your Life Depends on It
The Angry Therapist
Always Be Yourself Unless You Can Be a Deer Then Always Be a
Deer
Always Be Yourself Unless You Can Be a Swan Then Be a Swan
Always Be Yourself Unless You Can Be a Bat Then Always Be a Bat
How to Write About Africa
Always Be Yourself Unless You Can Be A Fox Notebook - Cute And
Funny Dodole Diary Book For People Who Really Like Foxes! They
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Picking up where Quiet ended, How to Be Yourself is the best book you’ll ever read about how
to conquer social anxiety. “This book is also a groundbreaking road map to finally being your
true, authentic self.” —Susan Cain, New York Times, USA Today and nationally bestselling
author of Quiet Up to 40% of people consider themselves shy. You might say you’re introverted
or awkward, or that you're fine around friends but just can't speak up in a meeting or at a party.
Maybe you're usually confident but have recently moved or started a new job, only to feel
isolated and unsure. If you get nervous in social situations—meeting your partner's friends,
public speaking, standing awkwardly in the elevator with your boss—you've probably been told,
“Just be yourself!” But that's easier said than done—especially if you're prone to social anxiety.
Weaving together cutting-edge science, concrete tips, and the compelling stories of real people
who have risen above their social anxiety, Dr. Ellen Hendriksen proposes a groundbreaking
idea: you already have everything you need to succeed in any unfamiliar social situation. As
someone who lives with social anxiety, Dr. Hendriksen has devoted her career to helping her
clients overcome the same obstacles she has. With familiarity, humor, and authority, Dr.
Hendriksen takes the reader through the roots of social anxiety and why it endures, how we can
rewire our brains through our behavior, and—at long last—exactly how to quiet your Inner Critic,
the pesky voice that whispers, "Everyone will judge you." Using her techniques to develop
confidence, think through the buzz of anxiety, and feel comfortable in any situation, you can
finally be your true, authentic self.
A Always Be Yourself Unless You Can Be A Dragon Gift Under 10.00! Filled with 75+ double
sided sheets (150+ writing pages!) of lined paper, for recording thoughts, gratitude, notes,
ideas, prayers, or sketches. This motivational and inspirational notebook with a funny quote
makes a memorable (and useful) gift! Imagine the look on their face when your Boyfriend,
Girlfriend, Husband, Wife, Aunt or Uncle open the box and find their new favorite notebook!
Fits perfectly in purse to use for thoughts, notes, plans, wedding ideas, to do lists, and to express
your creative ideas! Perfect size to tuck into a purse, keep on a desk or as a cherished bedside
companion, ready for journaling and doodling. If you need ideas for a birthday present, this is
it! Under $10 dollars makes it a great bargain. Unique gift for your mom, dad, grandma,
grandpa, brother, sister or friend! It's an awesome present for Father's Day, Mother's Day,
birthday, Thanksgiving, School Tournament, League, Cup or Christmas! - 5 x 8" inches
Softcover Journal Book - 150 Inside Pages (75 Sheets) - Lined on Both Sides - Lined paper is
acid-free; it's perfect for writing with a pen, pencil, or any writing utensil of your choice - An
awesome present for Father's Day, Mother's Day, Birthdays, Thanksgiving, Christmas and any
occasion. Write & Be Happy!
Lined 6x9 journal. This is the perfect and inexpensive birthday, Christmas, or any occasion gift
for kids to doodle, sketch, put stickers, or take notes in.
The Art of War is an enduring classic that holds a special place in the culture and history of
East Asia. An ancient Chinese text on the philosophy and politics of warfare and military
strategy, the treatise was written in 6th century B.C. by a warrior-philosopher now famous all
over the world as Sun Tzu. Sun Tzu's teachings remain as relevant to leaders and strategists
today as they were to rulers and military generals in ancient times. Divided into thirteen
chapters and written succinctly, The Art of War is a must-read for anybody who works in a
competitive environment.
Funny Gag Notebook with Great Panda Quote on Cover. Great Gift for Anyone Who Wants to
Be a Panda
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More One Liners, Jokes and Gags
Always Be Yourself Unless You Can Be a Santa Then Always Be a Santa
Always Be a Llamacorn Blank Lined Journal Notebook Diary Composition Book
Weekly Planner 6 X 9 Journal Notebook with Funny Quotes Cover
Always be Yourself Unless You Can be a Ukulele Player Then Always be a Ukulele Player
Ukulele Chord and String Compose Music Notebook Ukulele Tabs Tablature Notebook
Always Be a Llamacorn Blank Lined Notebook Looking for a trendy llama or unicorn gift? How
about a llamacorn journal? This cute journal features 140 lined pages, measuring 6
This great Viking design is the perfect gift for anyone who is into Norse mythology. Write this
valhalla notebook on the battlefield or at home by the campfire.Are you looking for a beautiful,
inspirational and motivational gift for someone special? This is a blank, lined journal that's
perfect for your loved one. Other details include: 110 pages, 6x9, white paper and a beautiful,
matte-finished cover. This journal is the best gift that will allow you to express yourself to the
world.
Are you looking for a great gift for a loved person or someone close to you? This is the perfect
gift for all shark lover. Perfect for taking down notes, for collecting ideas, as your diary or for
reminders. Your new journal: beaufiful glossy-finished cover great themed design blank white
paper, lined 110 pages 6x9 inch size Find more beautiful shark design journals. Click on the
author name for more great notebook ideas.
Always Be Yourself Unless You Can Be Notebooks For School Whether it is the start of the
school year or half way through it these school journals are great gifts for boys and girls,
students of any age and teachers. There is almost every animal imaginable (ok the cool ones
anyway) available on these back to school notebooks. Just search Dartan Creations Always Be
Yourself to see our school books collection. Filled with ruled paper this school workbook is a
must have for every student whether they are Grade 1, 2, 3, or even 6. It is 8.5 x 11, with 120
pages offering ample room for school homework and notes. These back to school journals work
great for: Back to School Memory Book Back to School Supplies & Essentials School Year
Keepsake Book School Record & Planner Homeschooling School Supplies Composition Books
& Homework Teachers Gifts & Stocking Stuffers Birthday Gifts for Kids And much more.....
Scroll up and grab a cool and unique school notebook for kids today!
Quiet Your Inner Critic and Rise Above Social Anxiety
Always Be Yourself Unless You Can Be A Dragon
Always Be Yourself Unless You Can Be A Dragon Notebook - Funny Art Doodle Diary Book
As Gift For Chinese Dragons Fans And Lovers Who Love To Read Fantasy Novels,
Renaissance Fairs And Medieval Time Period!
Always Be Yourself Except When You Can Be A Fox
The Radleys
Always Be Yourself Unless You Can Be a Llamacorn

The world is changing. Markets have crashed. Jobs have disappeared.
Industries have been disrupted and are being remade before our eyes.
Everything we aspired to for “security,” everything we thought was
“safe,” no longer is: College. Employment. Retirement. Government.
It's all crumbling down. In every part of society, the middlemen are
being pushed out of the picture. No longer is someone coming to hire
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you, to invest in your company, to sign you, to pick you. It's on you to
make the most important decision in your life: Choose Yourself. New
tools and economic forces have emerged to make it possible for
individuals to create art, make millions of dollars and change the
world without “help.” More and more opportunities are rising out of
the ashes of the broken system to generate real inward success
(personal happiness and health) and outward success (fulfilling work
and wealth). This book will teach you to do just that. With dozens of
case studies, interviews and examples–including the author, investor
and entrepreneur James Altucher's own heartbreaking and inspiring
story–Choose Yourself illuminates your personal path to building a
bright, new world out of the wreckage of the old.
Always Be Yourself Unless You Can Be a Deer Then Always Be a Deer
Cute Journal for Women This beautiful notebook is perfect for: Taking
notes, and Journaling What Will You Get If You Buy This Notebook?
Soft, premium matte cover with pretty design Perfect bound and
printed on high-quality durable paper 100 lined college-ruled pages
Large size: 8.5 x 11 inches (that's a lot of room for taking notes!) Want
to get yours? To get this notebook, scroll to the top of this page and
click the 'Buy' button.
In this “brave and heartbreaking novel that digs its claws into you and
doesn’t let go, long after you’ve finished it” (Anna Todd, New York
Times bestselling author) from the #1 New York Times bestselling
author of All Your Perfects, a workaholic with a too-good-to-be-true
romance can’t stop thinking about her first love. Lily hasn’t always had
it easy, but that’s never stopped her from working hard for the life she
wants. She’s come a long way from the small town where she grew
up—she graduated from college, moved to Boston, and started her own
business. And when she feels a spark with a gorgeous neurosurgeon
named Ryle Kincaid, everything in Lily’s life seems too good to be true.
Ryle is assertive, stubborn, maybe even a little arrogant. He’s also
sensitive, brilliant, and has a total soft spot for Lily. And the way he
looks in scrubs certainly doesn’t hurt. Lily can’t get him out of her
head. But Ryle’s complete aversion to relationships is disturbing. Even
as Lily finds herself becoming the exception to his “no dating” rule,
she can’t help but wonder what made him that way in the first place.
As questions about her new relationship overwhelm her, so do
thoughts of Atlas Corrigan—her first love and a link to the past she left
behind. He was her kindred spirit, her protector. When Atlas suddenly
reappears, everything Lily has built with Ryle is threatened. An honest,
evocative, and tender novel, It Ends with Us is “a glorious and
touching read, a forever keeper. The kind of book that gets handed
down” (USA TODAY).
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Always be yourself unless you can be a Viking Journal This is a perfect
black lined journal for all those that love Vikings and Norse
culture.Details of this journal include 6 by 9 Inches, 120 pages, mattefinished cover and white paper If you are looking for a different book
make sure you click on author name for other great journal ideas.
Always Be Yourself Unless You Can Be a Buffalo Then Always Be a
Buffalo: Blank Lined Journal to Write in - Ruled Writing Notebook
The Richest Man In Babylon
Ukulele Tabs Musical Notebook for Composing Your Music
Funny Cute Penguin Journal - Novelty Notebook 110 Pages (8. 5 X 11
Inch) Large Composition Book, Journal and Diary for School, Taking
Notes, Writing, Being Productive and More
Always Be Yourself Unless You Can Be a Snowman Then Always Be a
Snowman
Blank Lined Journal Notebook, 6 X 9 , Peacock Journal, Peacock
Notebook, Notebook for Peacock Lovers, Peacock Gifts
Always Be Yourself Unless You Can Be a Penguin Then Always Be a
Penguin
Always Be Yourself Unless You Can Be a Snowman Then Always
Be a Snowman | Cute Christmas Journal for Boys & Girls This
beautiful Christmas notebook is perfect for: Taking notes
Journaling, and Writing a Christmas wish list! What Will You
Get If You Buy This Notebook? Soft, premium matte cover with
pretty design Perfect bound and printed on high-quality
durable paper 100 lined college-ruled pages Size: 8.5 x 11
inches (that's a lot of space for taking notes!) Want to get
yours? To get this notebook, scroll to the top of this page
and click the 'Buy' button.
You can go after the job you want—and get it! You can take
the job you have—and improve it! You can take any
situation—and make it work for you! Dale Carnegie’s rocksolid, time-tested advice has carried countless people up
the ladder of success in their business and personal lives.
One of the most groundbreaking and timeless bestsellers of
all time, How to Win Friends & Influence People will teach
you: -Six ways to make people like you -Twelve ways to win
people to your way of thinking -Nine ways to change people
without arousing resentment And much more! Achieve your
maximum potential—a must-read for the twenty-first century
with more than 15 million copies sold!
After making us laugh out loud with 5,000 Great One-Liners,
Grant Tucker goes one better with this uproarious sequel!
More One-Liners is another hilarious volume of the finest
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twists on the classics to modern greats, from A-grade antics
to X-rated gags, from jokes you could tell your mother to
jokes about yo momma, there's something short, sweet and
wickedly clever for everyone in this definitive volume.
ALWAYS BE YOURSELF UNLESS YOU CAN BE A LLAMACORN THEN ALWAYS
BE A LLAMACORN: Always Be a Llamacorn Blank Lined Journal
Notebook Diary Composition Book Do you love llamas or
unicorns or know anyone that likes these magical creatures?
Do you need an amazing way of documenting your notes and to
do lists? If you answered yes to any of the above points
then this is the prefect journal for you! This blank, lined
journal makes an amazing gift for family, friends, office
staff, coworkers, men and women. Features include: 120 pages
- 8.5 x 11 inches Professional notebook look. Perfect size
to carry anywhere for writing, journaling and note taking.
Please look at our other products for great gift ideas.
Graphic Design - Now trending, make sure you get this best
seller! All our items are expertly developed by our artistic
team to provide you the most amazing masterpieces! 100%
stuff of legends. Get them while they are hot and you will
not be disappointed. Great addition to any book bag or
backpack - Perfect as a travel journal, writing down
recipes, memory books, taking notes, to do lists, diary,
planning, organizing, or to copy inspirational and
motivational quotes.
Magical Methods for Looking Good and Feeling Great
It Ends with Us
A No BS Guide to Finding and Living Your Own Truth
Cute Llama Unicorn Lined Journal Notebook for Girls
Notebooks for School (Back to School Notebook, Composition
College Ruled)(8. 5 X 11)(School Memory Book)
Choose Yourself!
Always Be Yourself Unless You Can Be Beyonce Then Always Be
Beyonce
Always Be Yourself Unless You Can Be a Santa Then Always Be a Santa | Cute
Christmas Journal for Boys & Girls This beautiful Christmas notebook is perfect
for: Taking notes Journaling, and Writing a Christmas wish list! What Will You
Get If You Buy This Notebook? Soft, premium matte cover with pretty design
Perfect bound and printed on high-quality durable paper 100 lined college-ruled
pages Size: 8.5 x 11 inches (that's a lot of space for taking notes!) Want to get
yours? To get this notebook, scroll to the top of this page and click the 'Buy'
button.
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This dragon lovers journal and notebook is the ideal option for you to safely
record your ideas and thoughts. If you are a dragon lover and you need a lot of
space to capture your tasks, let this amazing dragon design inspire you. The
great design of the cover itself will surely impress everyone, whether they love
fantasy creatures and dragons or not.This journal and composition book for
dragon lovers is a great gift for kids going back to school, for students and
teachers. If you are a dragon fan, be sure to grab your fantasy lovers notebook
and never let an idea escape again. Add to your cart now! If you need a gift for a
dragon lover, this amazing cover design and very useful notebook with ruled
interior is certainly a great option. Be sure to order your dragon lovers gift right
now! Product Features: 1. A lot of space inside to record and organize all your
notes and ideas 2. Amazing cover design with the phrase 'Always Be Yourself
Unless You Can Be A Dragon Then Always Be A Dragon' 3. Ruled note book
pages with a title line at the top to help you organize your notes Product
Description: 8.5 x 11 120 pages Unique matte cover design We also have other
options available for this type of book so please check our other listings by
clicking on the 'Author Name' which is located below the title of this product Tips
And Ideas On How You Can Use This Book: * Gift for a friend who loves dragons
* Teacher's gift * School and Work Supplies * Vacation Gift * Back To School Gift
For Kids * Back To School Gift For Dragon Lovers * School Notebook And
Activity Planner * Composition And Homework Books * Gift For Kids And
Student's Birthday ...And Many More
Turn your grey day with a chance of drizzle into a multicoloured carnival with this
little book of quotes and statements that celebrates your awesomeness and will
leave you feeling fierce and fabulous.
Includes an excerpt from Love on the brain.
Always Be Yourself Unless You Can Be A Dragon Then Always Be A Dragon
A Novel
The Art of War
Always Be Yourself Unless You Can Be a Viking Then Always Be a Viking: Blank
Lined Notebook for Norse Mythology Lovers
Always Be Yourself Unless You Can Be a Unicorn: Always Be Yourself Unless
You Can Be a Unicorn Book Cute Unicorn Gift for Birthday Anniversary and Man
Be Yourself Unless You Can Be a Swan Journal
Always Be Yourself Unless You Can Be a Treeing Walker Coonhound Then Be a
Treeing Walker Coonhound
A Wonderful Unless You Can Be A Fox Gift Under 10.00! Filled
with 75+ double sided sheets (150+ writing pages!) of lined
paper, for recording thoughts, gratitude, notes, ideas, prayers,
or sketches. This motivational and inspirational notebook with a
funny quote makes a memorable (and useful) gift! Imagine the
look on their face when your Boyfriend, Girlfriend, Husband,
Wife, Aunt or Uncle open the box and find their new favorite
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notebook! Fits
perfectly
to use
for thoughts,
plans, wedding ideas, to do lists, and to express your creative
ideas! Perfect size to tuck into a purse, keep on a desk or as a
cherished bedside companion, ready for journaling and doodling.
If you need ideas for a birthday present, this is it! Under $10
dollars makes it a great bargain. If Human Is Your Halloween
Costume And You're Really A Fox, When People Ask Just Say "Oh
For Fox Sake, I Just Really Likes Foxes, Okay?!" They'll
Understand And There Will Be Zero Fox Given. Garanteed
Satisfaction For Forest Animals Lovers Especially This Funny And
Trendy Red Haired Animal, Whether Arctic, Cartoon, Baby, Fennec,
Red, White, Silver, Anime, Black, Gray or Snow! - 5 x 8" inches
Softcover Journal Book - 150 Inside Pages (75 Sheets) - Lined on
Both Sides - Lined paper is acid-free; it's perfect for writing
with a pen, pencil, or any writing utensil of your choice - An
awesome present for Father's Day, Mother's Day, Birthdays,
Thanksgiving, Christmas and any occasion. Write & Be Happy!
You don’t have to be magic to harness the power of the unicorn.
All it takes some practice and a little help from this book.
Bring some sparkle into your life with this guide to work, rest,
and play—the unicorn way! Learn to: Harness your unicorn power
Keep your coat glossy and hooves strong with practical health
tips Hone your rainbow style Learn mystical methods to achieving
your dreams Learn to spot the stars and rainbows in everyday
life and celebrate the real you—a magical, unique being—with
this a-mane-zing book!
A trailblazing collection of writing from Binyavanga Wainaina's
extraordinary life 'In your text, treat Africa as if it were one
country. It is hot and dusty with rolling grasslands and huge
herds of animals and tall, thin people who are starving. Or it
is hot and steamy with very short people who eat primates. Don't
get bogged down with precise descriptions.' Binyavanga Wainaina
was a seminal author and activist, remembered as one of the
greatest chroniclers of contemporary African life. After his
death in 2019, this ground-breaking collection brings together
his pioneering writing on the African continent for the first
time. A rule-breaker full of wry satire and piercing wisdom,
this collection includes many of Binyavanga's most critically
acclaimed pieces, including the viral satirical sensation 'How
to Write About Africa'. Writing fearlessly across a range of
topics - from politics to international aid, cultural heritage
and redefining sexuality, this is a remarkable illustration of a
writer at the height of his power.
Always be yourself unless you can be a panda, then always be a
panda. 6 x 9 notebook journal to write in quality heavy paper
blank lined sheets cute Panda quote on cover gift for Panda
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lovers, bear
lovers
and wish-fulfillment
seekers
Always Be Yourself Unless You Can Be a Llamacorn Then Always Be
a Llamacorn
The Unicorn Guide to Life
Always Be Yourself, Unless You Can Be a Unicorn
Always Be Yourself Unless You Can Be a Hippo Then Always Be a
Hippo
Always Be Yourself Unless You Can Be a Narwhale Then Always Be a
Narwhale
Show Them You Don't Give a Sh*t Pretty Cuss Word Funny
Motivational Quote Deer Journal for Women to Write in Beautiful
Black Yellow Gold Pink Swear Word Deer Notebook for Taking Notes
Always Be Yourself Unless You Can Be an Elf Then Always Be an
Elf
THE SELF-PUBLISHED PHENOMENON —NOW FULLY REVISED AND EXPANDED I
almost didn’t publish Love Yourself Like Your Life Depends on It. Here I was, a
CEO who’d fallen apart after his company failed, writing a book about how loving
himself saved him. I thought I’d be a laughingstock and my career would be
finished. But I stepped through the fears and shared my truth with the world. The
book went viral. Amazing people all over bought copies for friends and family. For
some, this book saved their lives. For others, it was the first time they ever loved
themselves. Many readers reached out and asked questions. This taught me that,
to create lasting impact, I had to go deeper. So, seven years later, here it is. All
the questions I received, resolved. My intention is that by the time you finish this
new edition, not only will you be committed to loving yourself, you’ll know exactly
how to do it. And, most importantly, how to make it last.
Always Be Yourself Unless You Can Be an Elf Then Always Be an Elf | Cute
Christmas Journal for Boys & Girls This beautiful Christmas notebook is perfect
for: Taking notes Journaling, and Writing a Christmas wish list! What Will You Get
If You Buy This Notebook? Soft, premium matte cover with pretty design Perfect
bound and printed on high-quality durable paper 100 lined college-ruled pages
Size: 8.5 x 11 inches (that's a lot of space for taking notes!) Want to get yours? To
get this notebook, scroll to the top of this page and click the 'Buy' button.
The Richest Man in Babylon is considered as the greatest of all inspirational
works on the subject of thrift, financial planning, and personal wealth. Revealed
inside are the secrets to acquiring money, keeping money, and making money
earn more money. Providing financial wisdom through parables, and The Richest
Man in Babylon and was originally a set of pamphlets, written by the author and
distributed by banks and insurance companies. These pamphlets were later
bundled together, giving birth to a book. In this new rendering by Charles Conrad,
the classic tale is retold in clear, simple language for today and s readers. These
fascinating and informative stories set you on a sure path to prosperity and its
accompanying joys.
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